
9/24/77 

Dear Mae, 

Ted has replaced my missing Slawson to Willens 9/22/64 memo on "rending Matters" 
with a copy of the copy you gave him. 

Ted marked his copy up with reminders for his own use of it, not at all inappropriate 
if one is making an appearance and citing a recori. 

However, I'd like to have one without what for my purposes is extraneous notations. 

I'll then make copies for reference filing for when I can get back to the writing 
to which it is germane. 

I hope one of you follows up on the missing translations referred U. 

I have no help and am more limited in what I can do so everything is stacking up 
and backing up. I have thousands of recodde I've not been able to scan even. Ted has 
probably told you I've developed circulatory problems. 

Ted has also told me about you and Dane. I'm sorry your learning was as disagreeable 
as mine. Be is a dangerous and a sick man who has become the largest disinformation 
specialist. As well as a crook. If you have or can come seems any tapes of his more 
recent appearances I'd like to be able to hear them. He has been incredibly bad here, 
making thr wrong and false charges that become exculpatory of the federalee. 

Tapes are an advantage for me in other ways. The one exercise that is certainly 
good for me is walking. So I walk with a tape recorder banging from my neck and listen. 
Ted has been particularly helpful with some of these. Re is very unselfish. I appreciate 
it more now although I'd always have appreciated such kindnesses. 

What I said about Lane also includes an interest in his spouting off in writing and 
in printed interviews. He did some of this promotion Code Name Toro (aka Zero). Very 
few people know anything about the King assassination so almost none can evaluate what 
he is saying. 

tour copies of the recodde on you, which I am sure are not all, will be helpful 
if I have to litigate to get all of mine. I've gotten some real Nazi stuff, large in 
volume but small in percentage of what I know they have. Thanks for it. 

I'm not making any public use of their dirty stuff because I want to get it all and 
because I think other matters are more important. But 	give you a jewel, something I 
thinkleill be geamabk to a rabbi's daughter. The y have me celebrating the Russian 
Revolution (two months early yet in my anxietyll wish an annual picnic of 25.35 people. 
What it was is that when we farmed right after am Nippur a oemmervative rabbi friend with 
the Jewish Welfare Board brought up Washington area'service personnel and their familises 
for a day in the country at a real farm, with tame live animals.If the JWR is red who isn't? 
And what is more natural than Hoover's Gestapo friendships and picture.sending? 

Beet, 


